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Dear Susan,
My husband and I recently purchased our first home this year in March of 2020 in Jacumba Hot Springs. Our home is located on the far
East end of our Historic small town of Jacumba Hot Springs, closest end to the proposed location of the JVR Energy Park (Energy
Production Plant).
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We were not that concerned about the solar park until we read the draft and administrative report for the JVR Energy Park! We were
absolutely in shock that this type of production plant would be considered so close to our populated town of human beings, our Jacumba
Airport where gliders are flown, our local businesses, busy Interstate 8, and a Truck Stop! The particulate matter alone from Interstate 8
and Truck Stop blowing over the massive amount of the proposed approximate (which could mean anything in the end) quantity of
300,000 panels, into our small town proposes a tremendous negative health impact on our community and the land this production plant
would consume! This doesn't even include the massive 90 megawatt storage facility and the damage it will cause with the toxins it
leaches into our ground water!
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People can refer to our Historical town as sleepy and desolate, clearly comments from people that don’t understand a calm quiet
community, or the calm serenity of the beautiful desert mountains and landscape. We, the residents of Jacumba Hot Springs DO enjoy
our calm, quiet community and love the desert, particularly the Mountain Empire’s clean air that is being threatened by this pollutant
producing monstrosity!
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How can this be? This posses such a threat to the health and welfare of our community that it should not be considered as an option at all!
The destruction the produced sulfur dioxide will cause from the solar panels and the sun when it binds with a host of particulate options
causing damage that ranges from health issues from tainted microscope particulate matter inhaled, to the corrosion of steel when the
tainted particulate matter binds to steel, which by the way is what the power poles are made of and most likely steel insulates most of the
power lines too! Please, this cannot happen!! Someone is clearly not looking at the damage this will cause to our health, the steel
supporting current active energy lines that is threatened surrounding this proposed energy production plant, and the long term destruction
of the land for future generations. Additionally, although some people may not be effected by the humming this massive energy
production plant will produce, some will be effected subconsciously, how tragic to impose this on human beings!
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The footprint of destruction is a massive 643 acres!! This may not be much to some people, but this is massive next to our historic small
town!
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PLEASE notice the elephant in the room and DO NOT allow this massive energy production plant to destroy the small amount of clean
mountain air that we have left to this destructive air pollution producing, toxic leaching energy production plant that will produce little
benefits for energy compared to the massive destructive impact it will have on our community, current electric lines and supporting
towers, communication towers, and the land it’s proposed to consume!
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Thank you in advance for supporting clean air, clean water, and serenity for our historical town of Jacumba Hot Springs by denying the
permit for the JVR Energy Park energy production plant! They need to take this project elsewhere!
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Sincerely,
Mark & Lori Summers
Home Owners - Jacumba Hot Springs, CA

